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Abstract
This article details the new and evolving field of Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) and offers
practical advice for practitioners seeks to add a CTI component to the cybersecurity posture of
their organization. To accomplish this, we synthesize literature from academic and practitioner
sources to detail the Organizational Cybersecurity Threat Intelligence (OCTI) Model as a way for
organizations to think about the many different facets of CTI. The model contains a Threat
Analysis component, containing three subcomponents that explain the discovery, detection, and
learning components essential to CTI analysis, and also a Threat Response component which
explains the adaptation, shaping, and selection components of CTI response. Collectively, we
hope this model stimulates the topic of CTI amongst researchers, and that it stimulates the idea of
Cybersecurity organizations getting to know more about the behavior of their adversaries.

Introduction
Cybersecurity threats are entering a new dawn. We already know the intensity and frequency of security
breaches has reached new levels, as far more sophisticated malware, social-engineering, and
statesponsored cyberterrorism is now occurring at unprecedented levels. For example, we have significant
reason to believe Russian hackers infiltrated the computers of the Democratic National Committee,
resulting in four different congressional investigations of Russian meddling in US elections. We have
significant reason to believe computers with Chinese IP addresses were connected with the infiltration of
three department networks and the stealing of classified information in Canada. We have significant
reason to believe the United States played a major role in the proliferation of the Stuxnet worm that
penetrated Iranian-based Windows computers used to control nuclear-weapon-producing machinery.
And we have significant reason to believe that governments are not the only ones affected, as, for example,
Operation Aurora, a cyberattack connected to the Elderwood Group based in Beijing with known ties to
the People’s Liberation Army, took aim at companies such as Google, Adobe, Juniper Networks Northrup
Grumman, Rackspace, and many others.
Interestingly, the tools of the adversary are, many times, not that complex. They are simple, ‘off-the-shelf’
tools, that focus on exploiting the human element as opposed to solely exploiting technology. So, it’s not
just the ones and zeros part of an attack that’s sophisticated. It is the development of sophisticated
psychological exploitations to find little known weak points within an organization. As alluded to above,
this is being undertaken by criminal organizations, as well as nation states, and is nearly indistinguishable
in terms of the time and quality it takes to manifest an attack. The question now is not what more can be
done to harden networks, but what can be done to become better acquainted with an organization’s
adversaries?
Viewing this, a new field has emerged under the auspices of Cybersecurity called Threat Intelligence that
deserves attention from both researchers and organizations. Currently, this field is new, chaotic, and
widely dispersed. Data feeds originate from numerous corporations and government agencies about
threats, and numerous data standards are available for processing threat data. In addition, organizations
also lack a clear way to form a strategy for an organizational threat intelligence capability, making an
appropriate basis for gathering, contextualizing, and acting upon pertinent threats an elusive task. In our
current cyberreality, it is impossible to corral and act upon every threat from every intelligence feed. It
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also impossible to deploy every machine-learning algorithm at our disposal. Thus, organizations need a
way to think, balance, strategize, and score threats, and their appropriate responses.
This article provides a model for Organizational Cyber Threat Intelligence, hereafter referred to as the
OCTI model. To accomplish this, we draw from academic and practitioner research in the areas of
Cybersecurity and Threat Intelligence to elucidate the model. This helps elucidate an organizational
framework for people, processes, and technology that augment existing cybersecurity measures with a
threat intelligence component. In this regard, OCTI is not just representative of the outer layer of a
defense-in-depth strategy (NSA, 2015), but a way to approach the topic of threat intelligence, and to
inform and target the efforts of those focusing on cybersecurity in an organization.

Background
CTI represents threat information primarily about cyber adversaries, which is timely, context-oriented,
evidence-based, analytical, and specific; and thus, actionable and can aid decision-making (Holland,
2013; Johnson et al., 2014; Townsend et al., 2013). Strictly speaking, the goal of CTI is to drive activities
that gather information about potential adversaries. In this regard, CTI spans three temporal dimensions:
past, present, and future, and should represent a framework for an organization that facilitates the
identification of previously unknown threats and vulnerabilities in the following ways: through the lens of
historical incidents, through prioritization in countering active threats, and through the monitoring and
prevention of repeat attacks. Accordingly, CTI can be oriented towards the following: anticipatory future
intelligence or evidence-based intelligence (Coyne et al., 2014); strategic-, operational-, tactical-, or
technical-level intelligence (Chismon & Ruks, 2015; Poputa-Clean, 2015), and/or atomic, computed, or
behavioral intelligence (Hutchins et al., 2011).
Presently, research in academic and practitioner literature points toward a lack of balance between the
knowledge an organization has about the protection of its own assets versus knowing about the assets,
capabilities, and behaviors of potential adversaries (Holland, 2013; Johnson et al., 2014; Townsend et al.,
2013). And we take this to signal that research and practice could greatly benefit from guidance that looks
deeply into the threat intelligence phenomena in organizations, so as to develop analytic frames and
practically-oriented frameworks. Sun Tzu, and his treatise, The Art of War, couldn’t have said it any
better:
“If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred battles. If you
know yourself but not the enemy, for every victory gained you will also suffer a defeat. If you know
neither the enemy nor yourself, you will succumb in every battle” (Giles, 1910, p. 52).
Presently, much of what is researched in the cybersecurity literature points towards knowledge of oneself,
with much less focus on the enemy. We contend this leads to research that, erroneously, informs practice
towards a cycle of victories and defeats. The crux of the problem is that effective defense solutions are still
reactive by their very nature (Ghernouti-Helie, 2010), as instead of focusing on way to become more
acquainted with the tendencies of adversaries, research has centered on effective ways to fix
vulnerabilities (Chen et al., 2016), detecting when breaches occur (Dhillon, 2015), and the use of
signatures such as mutexes and other indicators of compromise amongst one’s own organizational assets
(Vanderpol et al., 2010).
Reasons for this type of security posture vary widely, but one that sticks out is that compliance still plays a
key role (Susskind, 2014; McBride et al., 2012). In addition, research has also placed significant emphasis
on the micro-, meso-, and macro-behaviors related to compliance and policy requirements (Karjalainen
and Siponen, 2011; Ramachandran, et al., 2013), choosing to focus on research studies that deal with risk
management and mitigation, and compliance behavior as a way to find and neutralize potential threats
(Zafar and Clark, 2009). In contrast, research that looks at a cybersecurity from an anticipatory and
preemptive manner has received much less attention (Muckin & Fitch, 2015).
From the perspective of the practitioner, extant risk modeling methods and frameworks are largely
aligned with a defense-driven know yourself process. For example, the Operationally Critical Threat,
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Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation (OCTAVE) framework is focused on creating profiles of critical
information assets. The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) is focused on improving the
security of an organization’s software assets. And even though the Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation,
Information Disclosure, Denial of Service, and Elevation of Privilege (STRIDE) framework is focused on
threat modeling, it is focused on internal threat knowledge and finding internal threats to that system, e.g.
‘what can go wrong with the system being worked on’, whilst paying little attention to facilitating
proactive understanding of threats and enemies, germane to a particular organization.
Along with many others, we contend that balancing the efforts of knowing one’s own capabilities and
knowing the capabilities of one’s adversaries is critical for the security posture of the modern organization
(Muckin and Fitch, 2015; Miles, et al., 2014). Despite the initial investment, we contend CTI is important
for organizations for the following reasons: Research has shown that many attacks are in the category of
APTs (Advanced Persistent Threats). Moreover, such attacks are inflicted by well-resourced criminal
organization and even rogue states. Lastly, in order to fend off APTs, traditional defense measures
centered on a ‘know yourself’ philosophy is practically infeasible (NTT, 2014).
The threat frontier is just too broad to be effectively covered by traditional, generalized defense methods.
There is a need for an organization to determine threats and vulnerabilities particularly relevant to its
own internal and external business environments for pre-emptive deployment of tailored defense. This
requires heightened situational awareness of the threats, threat actors, their targets, their capabilities, as
well as target profiles (e.g., assets, data) and their vulnerabilities. Improved situational awareness through
a CTI program can greatly facilitate the customized and thus more effective planning of countermeasures
and mitigation control, curtailing risks by avoiding blind flights in its journey through the cyber mine
fields. The theory of counterintelligence (Prunckun, 2014) implies that the countermeasures and
mitigation controls can be in three different categories: deterrence (or obstruction) of threat exercise by
adversaries; neutralization to block intelligence gathering or to cause loss of interest in carrying-out threat
operations; and deception to mislead threat actors.
Accordingly, we analyzed the literature in research and practitioner articles to develop a threat
intelligence model for organizations. We develop two major components of Threat Analysis and Threat
Response for the OCTI model, with 6 major subcomponents under each of these categories.

The OCTI Model
OCTI can be understood in terms of two high-level capability dimensions: threat-analysis and threat
response capabilities. An organization’s threat-analysis capability is comprised of three components:
discovery, analysis, and learning capabilities, while an organization’s threat response is comprised of an
additional three components: adaptation, shaping, and selection capabilities. Figure 1 illustrates the OCTI
Model

Figure 1: The OCTI Model
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The Threat Analysis Capability
Threat Analysis requires the organization to understand the potential actions of its adversaries. While the
efficacy of a threat analysis capability in an organization might be difficult to measure, it can be seen in
terms of the actions it produces to analyze external threats and produce new actions to secure
organizational assets. These are actions that might not have otherwise occurred through a ‘know yourself’
examination of one’s internal assets alone. Thus, a Threat Analysis capability in an organization looks at
the potential actions of adversaries, and can be broken down into the following components: investigation
of the discovery of adversaries’ potential actions, the ability to detect the real-life credibility of external
threats, and the organizational learning that builds knowledge about the capabilities of adversaries.
Moreover, a Threat Analysis capability is context-sensitive. It must be contextualized to the types of assets
the organization needs to protect, and/or the type of industry the organization finds itself in. The
following three sections describe the three Threat Analysis capabilities of discovery, detection, and
learning.

Discovery Capability
Essential to OCTI is the ability to have an organizational capability that fosters the discovery of new
information about the threats of potential adversaries. In particular, an organization must have the ability
to discover threats relating to both internal and external environments as a comprehensive threat
landscape, but at strategic, operational, tactical, and technical levels in order to derive CTI requirements
of an organization. Research has pointed to the importance of leadership integration in a discovery
capability (Bhatt et al., 2014), as leadership integration is critical for the threat intelligence team to be
able to quickly obtain necessary resources, and achieve better return on investment (Townsend et al.,
2013).
Also, essential to a Discovery Capability is that it originates from a ‘know yourself’ position and is
contextsensitive to the mission of the business. Organizations must have a grasp of critical assets (e.g.,
business assets and security assets), be able to create asset profiles to appropriately define the “attack
surface” (Muckin & Fitch, 2015) which facilitates the organization’s the ability to decompose potential
target systems. Specific activities relevant to identifying critical assets and creating asset profiles include,
but are not limited to, the creation of an asset rule base (e.g., asset dependencies), determining asset
values as a function of confidentiality, availability, and integrity, and creating specific asset profiles and
rules for data, hardware, software, networks, procedures, and asset configurations tailored to asset values.
To define the attack surface, the internal target surface may be defined in terms of applications, systems,
and enclaves (e.g., subnets) that directly or indirectly communicate with or provide access to the assets
that need protections. The applications, systems, and environments need to be decomposed and evaluated
in both managerial (e.g., existing policy and security controls, associated service and management
functions) and technical details (e.g., communication protocol, application programming interfaces). Also,
some of the most serious threats are from insiders with malicious intent (e.g., altering or hiding
information to hamper decision-making). Thus, there are conditions conductive to internal threats (e.g.,
excessive access privilege, weak data management policies & procedures) that must be accounted for
(Costa et al., 2016) and techniques such as behavioral modeling (Cole, 2014; Santos et al., 2008) may be
used to assess the internal threat surface. Accordingly, much of the internal discovery efforts overlap with
the traditional vulnerability/risk management practices in an organization, and can be viewed as their
natural extension.
In sum, discovery entails an organization be aware of the external threat landscape by identifying critical
assets, and using this information to follow potential adversaries through threat feeds and the dark web in
order to understand how their tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) evolve over time (Townsend et
al., 2013). Some of the key discovery components available to industry today include the following: threat
trend reports and feeds, publicly available profiles of threat actors and their TTPs, publicly available
vulnerability reports, intrusion or network attack vectors, tools profiles used by adversarial actors, and
publicly available information that might negatively affect an organization’s services or products. Profiles
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of adversaries can include such information as malware and attack tools used, command and control
infrastructure, spear-phishing TTPs, common targets, motivations, and profiting methods (Irwin, 2014).

Detection Capability
Detection of internal and external threats, threat sources, and threat actors is particularly relevant to the
overall security posture of an organization (Prunckun, 2014), and thus, constitutes the core of OCTI. Both
strategic and functional-level findings in the discovery stage and subsequent derivation of OCTI
requirements become critical inputs to the detection phase to better structure CTI efforts and to ensure
adequate scope management by committing adequate amount of business resources and gathering right
amount of data necessary to perform meaningful analysis. Once CTI requirements are in place, the
analytical procedure can follow through the general steps of: determination of data sources,
determination of access methods, data gathering/aggregate/sharing/analysis platforms, internal and
external gathering of data (e.g., gather vulnerability data, agglomerate threat data), processing of raw data
(e.g., enrich data points, data fusion), data analysis (e.g., correlate vulnerabilities and threats with assets),
and CTI dissemination (e.g., Holland, 2103; Los et al., 2014).
Presently, there are a number of data sources for CTI detection efforts for the cybersecurity-aware
organization. From an internal, ‘know yourself’ perspective, firewall logs, intrusion detection/prevention
systems, anti-virus alerts, OS and application logs are seen as critical detection mechanisms (Johnson et
al., 2014; Fransen et al., 2015). From an external perspective, the cybersecurity aware organization can
ingest data from places such as honeypots, known decoys, open source intelligence (OSINT) sources such
as AlienVault or the Facebook Threat Exchange, business partners, and other forms of human intelligence
(HUMINT) such as product vendors, law enforcement agencies, and agencies such as InfraGard and the
European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA).
The aforementioned sources represent various types of detection related threat data. For example,
information can be gathered about threat actors, malware indicators (e.g., attack signatures, hash values),
IP reputation data (e.g., adversary networks, blacklisted addresses), URLs and domain names, command
and control networks (e.g., botnets), phishing sites/messages, network/host artifacts, attack tools, and
TTPs (Los et al., 2014; Securosis, 2015). Accordingly, they become actionable intelligence through
analysis (e.g., correlations) and assessment in terms of threat vectors, vulnerabilities, threat actor types
and adversary profiling, anticipated risks, and effects of successful attacks (Irwin, 2014; Kime, 2016). In
this regard, the ‘Pyramid of Pain’ model (Bianco, 2013) can also serve as a useful guide. Not only does it
suggest various intelligence types derived, as well as their potential usefulness, but it also indicates
difficulties of obtaining such intelligence. One key element of this phase is the use of ratings systems. For
example, rating threats based on impacts (e.g., benign, medium, critical) or confidence (e.g., unknown,
low, medium, high). In addition, existing ratings systems, such as the CVSS (Common Vulnerability
Scoring System), CWSS (Common Weakness Scoring System), and the SANS Confidence Matrix (PoputaClean, 2015; Townsend et al., 2013) can be useful in this regard. In sum, when an organization can
implement a tiered threat model in which threats can be ranked and prioritized on a regular basis in terms
of their severity and potential targets of threat actors, its CTI program becomes more effective (Townsend
et al., 2013).

Learning Capability
As a critical OCTI component to Threat Analysis, organizations should also actively engage in learning to
help turn itself into a ‘cognitive enterprise’ that continuously learns and creates knowledge, as this is an
important condition for business success (e.g., Argote & Miron-Spektor, 2011). Organizations cannot
simply buy CTI capability, for example, in the form of learning algorithms or threat data feeds. It has to be
gradually built and cultivated over time through continue practices, knowledge acquisition, and growth in
CTI maturity during the discovery, analysis, and post-analysis phases (Holland, 2013). Research has
explicated that an organization with a mature threat/vulnerability lifecycle management process can
reduce remediation time, while its absence can increase greatly increase susceptibility as many as four
times as much (NTT Group, 2014). What this means for the learning component of OCTI is that, first, an
organization should be explicit about how it learns from past threats and incidents in order to ensure they
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do not fall victim to similar threats or incidents. Second, threats and threat sources are highly dynamic
moving targets, propagating much faster than the organization’s ability to react (Archer & Wick, 2013),
and thus, organizations should cut the speed gap through continuous learning. Third, organizational
learning should augment capability in curtailing the rates of CTI false positives and false negatives an
organization inevitably faces (Securosis, 2015). This way, an organization can successfully prevent the CTI
noise from wasting corporate resources and distracting frontline workers from focusing on real dangers.
Fourth, an organization should be able to automate information processing even for unstructured security
functions by re-applying existing knowledge. Fifth, organizations may be best served by implementing
learning through sharing. This is a hugely important success condition of CTI, as it is important to foster a
culture culture of active inter-organizational CTI sharing, especially as cyberattacks target multiple
organizations, oftentimes in the same industry segment (Chismon & Ruks, 2015; Johnson et al., 2014;
Muckin & Fitch, 2015; Ring, 2014; Townsend et al., 2013). An organization can reach the highest level of
maturity in managing cyber risks when it actively shares CTI and engages with external communities,
rather than just consuming information provided by others (NIST, 2014). Such organizational learning
through interorganizational CTI sharing manifests its benefits in various manners including elevated
situational awareness, better understanding of threats, augmented defensive agility, and improved
decision making (Johnson et al., 2014). To facilitate information sharing, CTI sharing can take the form of
centralized (or hub-and-spoke), peer-to-peer, or hybrid architecture (Johnson et al., 2014), each with own
strengths and limitations.
CTI, uncovered, serves to effectively augment the ‘know yourself’ defense system’s learning so that it
reduces repeated investigations triggered by similar false alarms (Bhatt et al., 2014). Some of the
advanced learning functions include creation of a baseline of ‘normal’ activity of the environment,
prioritization of threats and alerts, management of overlaps in intelligence feeds, searchability of CTI data
sources and flexible scoring mechanism of urgency (e.g., red/yellow/green), and relevance determination
of intelligence from different angles including attack surface, reliability, or usefulness of intelligence
feeds.
Despite the critical nature of CTI sharing and continuous advancement of sharing platforms (e.g., STIX)
(Barnum, 2012; Holland, 2013; Securosis, 2015; Shackleford, 2015), behavioral, psychological, economic
and cultural barriers (Chismon & Ruks, 2015; Hsu et al., 2012; Ring, 2014) keep many organizations from
being proactive, and timely, in the sharing of threat information. It may be that there appears to be a lack
of motivation and ‘social’ infrastructure to support learning about CTI in organizations. It may be that
organizations appear to have the implicit belief that they have nothing of value to share. It may be that
many organizations harbor a lack trust about sharing with other organizations in their competitive space,
or that organizations may not be clear on what to share (Chismon & Ruks, 2015). Lastly, it may be that
organizational culture may not be conductive to sharing even in particularly large organizations such as
government agencies and the finance sector (Hsu et al., 2012; Townsend et al., 2013).
To summarize, the threat analysis component of the OCTI model emphasizes that organizations possess a
discovery capability that originates from a ‘know yourself’ position of understanding critical assets and
using this understanding to be able to discover potential threats that are context sensitive to the
organization. It also emphasizes that organizations possess a detection capability that understands profile
of normal activity within an organization so that it can appropriately target external detection sources.
Lastly, to enhance corporate knowledge about CTI, the OCTI model emphasizes an organizational
learning component, and a component that emphasizes organizational learning through the sharing of
CTI information with others in their competitive space.
The section below illustrates the Threat Response Capability, second major component of the OCTI
model.

Threat Response Capability
A Threat Response Capability represents an organization’s response capability to effectively control
threats, and interact with the threat environment, either passively or actively. This is accomplished in
three ways: through adaptation – an organization’s ability to adapt to external threats, and external threat
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environments. Through shaping – an organization’s competency in re-shaping internal assets based on
information they have received through Threat Analysis. And through selection – an organization’s
efficacy in making appropriate choices based on impact, urgency, and certainty.
Threats pose different levels of familiarity to an organization: on one end, newly-arriving, little known,
and unfamiliar threats, and, on the other end, familiar, routine, or recurring type of threats. Virtually, all
threats fall somewhere on the continuum between the two types as the majority of new threats are not
necessarily created in vacuum. Little known and unfamiliar types of threats demands an organization’s
ability to craft sometimes creative solutions and countermeasures. An organization that have attained the
highest level of adaptive capability in threat management (NIST, 2014) may respond better to such littleknown threats as adversaries’ TTPs continuously evolve. Meanwhile, the familiar, routine, or recurring
threat types demand an organization to facilitate automated information processing, integration, and
response (Montesino et al., 2012; Securosis, 2015). Automation is a key success condition when attacks
and intrusions have to be mitigated at machine speeds (Fonash and Schneck, 2015). And as organizations
with a CTI program will end up with inundation of threat-related data, an organization can marshal the
above three different approaches to fend off internal and external threats, and adequately respond to
evolving threat environments.

Adaptation
Adaptation is defined as an organization’s capacity to formulate both strategic and functional controls to
adapt to internal and external threats and threat environments, whilst keeping the core structure or
system environment of an organizational intact. Thus, responses are largely intended to reinforce an
organization’s traditional adaptation capability (Fonash & Schneck, 2015; Los et al., 2014), as threatrelated information obtained in the Threat Analysis phase acts as crucial input. Adaptation can take the
form of throttling or suspending certain types of system access, plugging holes to reduce system
vulnerability, temporarily suspending certain systems features until threats have been mitigated,
throttling traffic to externally facing systems such as websites or APIs, or audit implementing controls
intended to counter threats or offset attack vectors at the functional level reflect the “adaptation spirit”
(Ransbotham & Mitra, 2009). The external threat environment and its threat forces are largely beyond an
organization’s control and, thus, an organization should have to capacity to actively adapt.

Shaping
Shaping represents an organization’s competence to reshape the internal environment of an organization
or a system that is conductive to threats by electing barriers through its structural or architectural
changes. This mode of response is intended for shifting from “as is” environment into “to be” environment
to offset threats (Vaughn, 1996). A shaping solution may have features of counterintelligence such as
threat deception, neutralization, and/or deterrence through ‘responsive’ and/or an awareness/learningpropelled integrated risk management process (NIST, 2014). Moreover, shaping can also entail
reengineering business processes, reforming security through insider policies, or other augmented
security management (e.g., information flow control between trusted business partners) (Vaughn, 1996).
In growing the OCTI capability to shape an organization’s CTI response, an organization must be able to
constantly and continuously transform its structure and security posture to create new environments
more resistant to threats in the long run. From that perspective, shaping is not solely technical, but
strategic, difficult, and may consume significant amounts of resources to devise and implement (as
opposed to Adaptation), but stands to benefit organizations with longer-term resilency.

Selection
‘Selection’ is an organization’s competence to make adequate choices as to how it balances adaptation and
shaping strategic and functional (operational and tactical) countermeasures in light of CTI and its
expected impact, urgency, and certainty. In other words, Adaptation represents a shorter-term solution,
which is effective in offsetting short-lived threats more quickly, and thus less costly to implement than
those of shaping. In contrast, shaping is costlier to plan and implement, but carries the potential for
greater longterm resiliency. Thus, ‘selection’ entails the appropriate balancing of Adaptation and Shaping,
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the balancing of short term fixes with longer-term strategic CTI measures, so as to be able to respond
quickly whilst being able to withstand prolonged threats such as Advanced Persistent Threats, or APTs
(Hutchins et al., 2011). Useful to Selection are classification mechanisms for common threat domains
such as the Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC). However, the ‘answer’ as to
how to respond depends on many factors. Depending on the type of CTI, a short-term control may be
enough to neutralize threat potential, whereas, in other situations, a broader strategy may need to be
implemented in order to implement comprehensive adaption and shaping measures. Without question,
the choice being one with considerable organizational implications relating to return on investment (ROI)
and long-term CTI success.

Conclusion
The age of hyper-connectivity has arrived and there is no shortage of alarming stories on severe security
breaches these days. In this wake, it is observed that much of the information security paradigm has been
fixated on the implicit assumption that mastering the ‘know yourself’ paradigm is key for success. There,
however, has to be a balance in both knowing yourself and knowing your enemies. In cyberspace, knowing
your enemies amounts to understanding threats, including the adversaries who facilitate threats, and
thus, it is paramount in cybersecurity to understand and engage with the CTI battlefield. Organizations
have traditionally ‘played defense’ against these invisible aggressors, and the process of OCTI stands to
shift that tradition. This paper, therefore, takes the position that a CTI initiative is one that strengthens
situational awareness, and facilitates organizations taking a more offensive position in the cybersecurity
battlespace. OCTI represents a model that is actionable for decision makers, deriving from a ‘know
yourself’ position in an effort to better ‘know your enemies’ in new ways. Thus, this research proposes a
prescriptive capability model for an organization in undertaking CTI efforts to elucidate an organization’s
principal threat elements and their relationships.
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